ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

47
As an ancient breed, Mongolian horse has gone through a long breeding period (China In Mongolia, the herdsmen depend on horses by reason that they are the 68 indispensable sources of pastoral rations, such as meat and dairy products, and used to 
82
MATERIALS AND METHODS
83
Experimental animals and sample preparation 84 We collected jugular blood of 4 Abaga horses in the Inner Mongolia Abaga County were annotated by ANNOVAR (v2016-02-01) (Wang et al. 2010) (Table 3) .
116
Selective sweep analysis
117
To identify potential selective sweeps between Abaga horse (fast) and Wushen horse 118 (slow), Pi log2(slow/fast) and FST was calculated together using VCFtools with a 119 20kb sliding window and a step size of 10 kb. Windows that contained less than 10 120 SNPs were excluded from further analysis. The windows that were simultaneously 1) 121 in the top 5% of Z-transformed FST values and 2) in the bottom 5% Pi log2(slow/fast) 122 were considered to be candidate selective regions in Abaga horse ( Figure 2A ; Table   123 S1 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6289523.v1). The same applies to Wushen 124 horse ( Figure 2B ; Table S2 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6289532.v1).
125
Statistic and advanced analysis of positively selected and candidate genes 126 We annotated the positively selected genes via GO (GOseq) to further screen out the 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
132
Related-clean data stated 133 We performed the entire genome second-generation sequencing for the whole blood 134 of four Abaga horses ( Figure 3A ) and ten Wushen horses ( Figure 3B) 
174
The athletic ability of the horse may be influenced not only by physiology, but 175 also thought and motive. According to the previous studies, equine exercise-related 176 genes included DRD1-5, SLC6A4 and BDNF, the three genes functions were related 177 to many neurological processes, involving motivation, pleasure, cognition, memory, horse. But, in our studying, the enriched genes of positive selection were different 218 from the previous studied genes in the above exercise-related pathways (Table 4) , 219 which indicated species-specific genes of positive selection in Abaga horse compared 220 with other species (human, rat, mouse, leopard, thoroughbred horse etc.).
221
According to the analysis of GO, KEGG and individual gene function, we 
289
Exercise has a great influence on the composition of the developing horse joints, 
372
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
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